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Who are we?

• Renewables Technical: Andy Laws (D)

• Sales &Marketing: Ian Gilfedder (MD)

• Customer Services: Amanda,Nicky & Nadine

• Lead Electrician: Stephen Leech

• Lead Renewables Engineer: Tony Thompson

• Commercial Manager: SamWelch

• Regional Director M.Quick

• Operations Manager Paul Nichols

Mr Renewables is a registered trading style of Home Solar Power Ltd who are fully MCS accredited andmembers of the

Renewable Energies Association,Gas Safe Registered & HEATAS Registered.

Norfolk

Su olk

Essex

Cambridgeshire

Beds

Hertfordshire

Greater
London

Mr Renewables
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Mr Renewables
Head Office & Showroom
Units 2-3 Owen Road
Harfreys Ind Est.
Great Yarmouth
Norfolk NR31 0NA
T: 0800 612 9443

Mr Renewables
Norwich Enterprise Ctr
4b Guildhall Hill
Norwich
Norfolk NR2 1JH
T: 01603 343777

Mr Renewables
IP-City Centre
1 Bath Street
Ipswich
Suffolk IP2 8SD
T: 0800 612 9443

Mr Renewables
Showroom
Moorside Business Park
Moorside
Colchester
Essex CO1 2ZF
T: 01206 868081

Mr Renewables
CB1 Business Centre
20 Station Road
Cambridge
Cambridgeshire
CB1 2JD
T: 01223 750015
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About Us Heating Energy Costs

Today,we are dedicated to finding the highest Efficiency

solutions for heating, hot water and electricity while generating

an income for the investor through Government schemes like

the Feed In Tariff, Renewable Heat Incentive & Renewable

Heating grants.

A leading renewable energy specialist covering Norfolk, Suffolk,

Essex,Hertfordshire, Cambridgeshire for the home,Commercial,

Industrial, Agricultural, Public Sector or large scale projects

covered throughout the UK.

We were established in 2011 and to date have gained MCS

Accreditation for:

• Solar Panels

• Air Source Heat Pumps

• Ground Source Heat Pumps

• Solar Thermal

• Biomass Boilers

• Low Energy Lighting

Over the last 5 years energy has doubled and is in line to do so

again.We will give you the best advice on how to reduce your

energy bills for your home or business.Most of our

recommendations can reduce your energy bills by up to 80%

with a little investment and pays back within 5-6 years leaving

a tax free income retail price indexed for the schemes duration.

OurWarranty
Mr Renewables works with some of the biggest names in the

industry: Panasonic Renewables, Kingspan, Renewables,

Samsung Renewables,Daikin,Trianco Biomass, Canadian Solar,

SMA & Fronius to name just a few.Making sure that these

products are installed correctly and are commissioned the way

that the manufacturer intended will ensure that the product

works correctly and the warranty is valid.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

The cost of heating today 06/2013 with
renewable (heating and hot water) in pence
per kilowatt hour.

Fuel pence per kWh

Ground Source Heat Pump 3.25p/kWh

Air Source Heat Pump 4.75p/kWh

Biomass Boiler

Wood chips £100 per tonne 2.9p/kWh

Wood pellets £200 per ton 4.2p/kWh

Fossil Fuels (Heating & HotWater)

Natural gas 4.8p/kWh

Heating oil 69p per litre 6.9p/kWh

LPG (bulk) 50p per litre 7.6p/kWh

Electricity 14.5p/kWh 14.5p/kWh
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Renewable Heat Incentive Payments from the schemes

The Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) is a government payment

for businesses or households that generate heat using

renewable sources of energy. It is the first financial support

scheme for renewable heat of its kind in the world.The RHI is

different to a Feed-In-Tariff (FIT) which is a government backed

incentive for generating electricity using solar panels.

The RHI is being introduced in two phases.The first phase in

November 2011 is targeted at the non-domestic, high heat

generators; industries, businesses and the public sector which

account for 38% of the UK’s carbon emissions.These apply to

commercial, industrial, Schools & Colleges where a legitimate

heating need can identified. See our section on RHI & business

on page 12

Under the second phase, scheduled for Spring 2014,

homeowners who generate heat through renewable energy

sources will be eligible for RHI tariff support.The scheme

encourages home owners to move from expensive oil, gas, LPG

and electric heating to modern renewable heating systems.

As well, households who have installed renewable heating

technology since 15 July 2009 will qualify and will receive

grants from the Renewable Heat Premium Payment Scheme.

In the meantime, eligible householders can sign up to the RHI

Premium Payment Scheme which will centre around homes

not heated by mains gas. Eligible householders can apply for

grants for air source and ground source heat pumps, biomass

boilers and solar thermal. Anyone who receives a payment may

be required to take part in a survey in order to monitor energy

saving and overall performance of the system.

Responsibility for the installation of renewable energy source

technology lies with the user.Once the system is installed, the

user should then register the system with Ofgem who will be

administering the scheme.Anyone using appropriate

renewable energy systems will then be paid frommoney

funded by the Treasury.

Renewable heating systems offer a grant and a payment back

from the RHI for 20 years, this payment has been condensed

into a 7 year return to allow a quicker repayment time.

Proposals contained within include the publication of RHI tariff

ranges for renewable technologies which are MCS certified and

meet relevant required standards.

Renewable Heat Incentive Payments; (RHI)

Air Source Heat Pumps 7.3/kWh

Biomass Boilers 12.2/kWh

Ground Source Heat Pumps 18.8/kWh

Solar Thermal Technologies 19.2/kWh

Renewable Heat Premium Payments (RHPP)
May 2013- On

Howmuch are the grants worth?
All houses not heated by gas from the grid

£600 – solar thermal – voucher valid for 3 months

£2,000 –biomass boiler – voucher valid for 6 months

£1,300 – air source heat pump – voucher valid for 5
months

£2,300 – ground source or water source heat pump –
voucher valid for 6 months

Our trained energy advisors will give impartial advice on the best
systems for your property and calculate the cost savings and the
returns from the government’s RHI & RHPP schemes.
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Feed In Tariff Scheme Payments from the schemes

Feed-in tariffs explained
In one hour the sun transmits more energy to the earth’s

surface than the world uses in a year.The Government has

decided that for the next 20 years they will assist homes in

investing and recovering this natural resource.

The Feed In Tariff RPI linked was introduced in 2010, qualifying

installations will receive income from their electricity supplier

based on the amount of electricity they generate and the

amount exported to the grid.

The most favourable option is Solar PV panels retrofitted (4kW

or less) because it offers the best return on investment in most

cases for the family sized home.The tariff is payable for up to 20

years, and the tax-free payments are usually paid each quarter

from a chosen energy provider.

Solar systems are made from PV panels consisting of layers of

silicon.The sun’s radiation or light hits the Solar panels, then

being converted into DC electricity.The inverter then converts

this to solar AC electricity,which can be used to power the

home and generate a tax free income.Most people don’t realise

that you get paid for everything you generate, regardless of

whether you use it or not.

Already in Germany PV electricity storage units are available to

store the energy for use later to cover peak demand between

6-9pm in the evening.Mr Renewables will be one of the first

companies to supply and install these systems.

Please see our website Mr Renewables.co.uk for updated FIT

rates and system costs.

Feed In Tariff Rates July 2013
16 Solar Panels 4.0kw £757 Inc free electricity,Tax Free & Retail

Price Index Linked for 20 years.

40 Solar Panels 10.0KW £1,777 Inc free electricity,Tax Free &

Retail Price Index Linked for 20 years.

For larger systems please see our commercial

Section on page 11.

The scheme is reduced as the more systems are fitted on a

quarterly basis meaning that the tariff will only go down as

more people take advantage of this very generous scheme.

Larger ground mounted systems are becoming more popular as
the tariffs are more favourable for larger systems. Mr Renewables
installs up to 4000 solar panels for investors across the UK.
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Biomass Heating Payments from RHI & RHPP

Professional QualiKcations: REA ( Renewable Energy Association )
Registered Part P QualiKed (CertiKed Electricians) Gas Safe, HEATAS
registered (safely work on heating).

HowDoes BiomassWork?
The principle of using biomass is simply the process of burning

of logs,wood chips or wood pellets in a stove or biomass boiler.

Stoves that burn logs have to be filled with wood by hand and

require constant attention. Biomass heating boilers can be

either manually fed or fully automated, computer controlled

systems but both are extremely efficient.The majority of boilers

run on wood chips or pellets have automatic fuel feeders which

refill them at regular intervals and don’t need constant

supervision.

As a biomass boiler system can be plumbed into your existing

central heating piping, installation is a relatively easy process

but biomass boilers are generally bigger than gas or oil fired

boilers.Whether you are buying in bulk or in small quantities

you will also need an appropriate space for the storage of fuel

i.e. a shed or garage.

The most common kind of fuel for a biomass boiler is wood

pellets or wood chips.Wood pellets are cylindrical shapes made

from compacted sawdust, occurring naturally as a result of

sawmilling.Wood chips are small pieces of wood manufactured

from debarked logs.The type of fuel you choose will depend of

a number of factors including available space, storage facilities

and cost.

Advantages of Biomass
Amuch cheaper form of fuel up to 70% cheaper than other

energy.

Using biomass to heat your home will generate an income via

the government’s Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) for 7 years

between £1,500 – £9,000 PA.+ RHPP Grant of £2,000

• A very efficient and low carbon form of heating.

• Gives you the customer absolute budgeting control on your

heating costs.

• Avoid predicted rises in oil & electric in the future.

• Be part of the movement that is leading the break away from

conventional more expensive and damaging fossil fuels.

We do not employ sub contractors, all staff work directly for us

and are vetted by an external agency.

6
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Air Source Heat Pumps Payments from RHI & RHPP

Save thousands on heating bills with
renewable heating.
It’s not too late or too costly to install the latest technology and

save a fortune on the heating bills. Air source heat pumps bring

hot water to the home’s radiators and generate enough hot

water to keep the whole family happy,without the worry of the

next heating oil, electric or gas bill.

Key Points for heat pumps;

Air toWater Heat Pumps;

Heats the water system as Gas,Oil, fossil fuels and replaces

these.

Very efficient, savings of up to 60%,

RHPP Grant available to help with cost £1,300 + Renewable

Heat Incentive payments for 7 years between £1,500 – £3,500

index linked.

We cost each job as bespoke, giving you the flexibility to chose

the heat pump system which suits your home and budget for

cost.

Our preferred manufacturer, Samsung & Daikin are world

leaders in air source heat pumps.Our service offer is full

installation service with all ancillary, parts and labour.

Don’t forget that you can make great savings on Renewables,

thanks to the latest incentives.You can also contact us today to

receive a Free Energy Assessment survey.We’ll help you to find

the best solutions for your home after we have calculated the

heat loss of the property.

When combined with Solar Electricity Panels most customers

choose to heat the hot water to make best use of the free

daytime electricity and heat the building ready for the evening

time.

The Renewable Heat Incentive will pay an income as the feed in

tariff scheme has done from Spring 2013.The amount will vary

according to howmuch heat you generate and will take into

account the size of the building under the deemed scheme @

7.3p/Kwh

The technology is quite simple and reliable, similar to the fridge,

instead of cooling it heats the water, Lord Kelvin designed the

first heat pump in 1852!

The home above uses an ASHP with under Loor
Heating, radiators and hot water.
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Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHPs) Payments from RHI & RHPP

How do they work?
In the UK there are marked seasonal differences in our weather,

sometimes reaching high temperatures in the summer months

and falling below zero during the winter. In spite of these

fluctuations, just a fewmetres down under the surface, the

ground temperature remains fairly constant.

A Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP) absorbs this low

temperature heat into a fluid in an underground loop of pipe

(ground loop).The fluid travels through a compressor which

raises the temperature drawn from the ground so that it can

then be used to heat domestic heating and hot water systems.

The cooled ground loop fluid is passed back into the ground

where it continually absorbs further energy from the ground for

as long as heating is required.

There are three main components to a GSHP; a ground heat

exchanger that collects heat from the ground, a heat pump that

increases the temperature of the heat collected and a heat

distribution system.

A ground heat exchanger consists of an invisible ground loop

buried in the garden.A ground loop is usually laid flat or coiled

in trenches but if space is of a premium, it is sometimes possible

to install a vertical loop.

There are two types of ground loop; an indirect circulation

system and a direct expansion system.An indirect circulation

system is the most common and this comprises a sealed loop

made from high density polyethylene pipe containing a

mixture of water and antifreeze.The liquid is pumped around

the loop and the energy collected is transferred indirectly to the

heat pump refrigerant via the heat exchanger.With a direct

expansion system the refrigerant is circulated directly through a

copper ground source heat exchanger.

A heat pump is powered by a small amount of electricity. It

increases the temperature of the heat drawn from the ground

to a sufficient level to provide heating and hot water in your

home.A typical heat pump will operate at a ground

temperature of -5 degrees Celsius to 12 degrees Celsius.

Planning permission is not generally required to install a GSHP

in England, Scotland orWales but it is as well to check with your

local planning office.

Ground Source Heat Pumps are the most efficient renewable
heating source and are usually the most expensive to install. Grant
£2,300 + RHI

8
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New Builds RHI Social Housing RHI

New Builds
The UK government has set ambitious targets for all future new

build housing projects and this includes heating, hot water and

lighting.However, there are a number of ways in which these

guidelines can be met and the resulting benefits passed on to

the new homeowner.

A biomass system, for example, is a highly effective source of

renewable energy suitable for both single dwellings and larger

district housing schemes and frommid-late 2013 new

occupants may be eligible for financial support under Phase 2

of the government’s Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI). Ground

source heat pumps (GSHPs) and air source heat pumps (ASHPs)

are also covered by the RHI scheme which offers a financial

incentive for eligible renewable energy technologies for the

lifetime of the installation for up to 20 years.

Installing a solar PV system can increase the value of the

property and allows the new owner to enjoy lower electricity

bills and receive tax free payments under the government’s

Feed-in-Tariff (FIT) scheme. FITs provide households producing

under 5mw in capacity an opportunity to be paid for the

electricity they generate,with any unused electricity being sold

back to the National Grid.

The benefits to the prospective homeowner from these

renewable energy installations include lower bills, reduced

carbon output, low maintenance and government backed

financial rewards, all of which help to make a new build

property an attractive choice for prospective purchasers.

Social Housing
By installing renewable energy technologies landlords and local

authorities can potentially reduce both heating and hot water

costs for their tenants, as well as helping to meet strict new

government targets for all properties to become ‘zero carbon’

by 2050 and there are government-backed schemes available

to help.

Call Mr Renewable to find out more or check out our website at

www.mrrenewables.co.uk

The home above uses an ASHP with under Loor
Heating, radiators and hot water.

9
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Mr Renewables installs Solic 200
Provides hot water from existing solar PV panels

Saves up to £250 annually on your energy bills

Returns on investment in less than four years

Reduces your CO2 emissions.

The SOLiC 200 from Earthwise Products Ltd automatically

converts energy generated by existing PV panels into hot water

by diverting excess solar power to the immersion heater before

it’s exported to the national grid. Simple to use and

maintenance free, the SOLiC 200 is self-contained, easy to install

and can save the homeowner hundreds of pounds over the

course of a year.

Other energy saving products are becoming available to utilise

the spare energy exported to the grid from your solar PV Panels.

The next years will see a battery storage system already

successfully deployed in Germany being used in the UK.

The SOLiC 200 includes a 10 year return to base guarantee, has

been built to last 25 years, and has been designed, constructed

and fully tested in Britain to the highest CE standards. All you

need is an immersion on your hot water tank and we can do the

rest. Please contact us for pricing.

OurWarranty Renewable Energy Gadgets

OurWarranty
Mr Renewables works with some of the biggest names in the

industry, including Panasonic Renewables, Kingspan

Renewables,Samsung Renewables,Daikin,Trianco Biomass,

Canadian Solar, SMA & Fronius.

Making sure that these products are installed correctly and are

commissioned the way that the manufacturers intended will

ensure that the product works correctly and the warranty is

valid.Mr Renewables offer extended warranties above the

manufacturers’warranty with most products. Below you can see

a full list of the extended warranties that are currently available:

Air Source Heat Pump Guarantee

Kingspan Air Source Heat Pumps, 5 Years with service, reactive

breakdown cover

Samsung Air Source Heat Pumps, 5 Years with service + 7 years

option, reactive breakdown cover

Daikin Air Source Heat Pumps, 5 Years with service, reactive

breakdown cover

Biomass Heating Guarantee

Trianco Greenflame Internal / External 15-200kw, Including Eco

House 5 Years with service & reactive breakdown cover, option

to extend.

Solar Panel Guarantee

Panasonic PV 20 year

RenaSola 20 Year + 20 year yield guarantee

Canadian Solar, 20 year + 20 year yield guarantee

Hyundai Solar 20 year Solar Inverter Guarantee

SMA Inverters 10 Years

Fronius 10 years + optional 10 years

Reactive breakdown cover is included with all heating products,

we guarantee to be with you within 12 hours of breakdown

7am-7pm and usually arrive on the same day!

We employ all our own staff so you will not be waiting for a

contractor to arrive, our heating engineers are highly trained

and work alongside our Part P certified electricians who have

undergone full training on these renewable technologies.

10
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Renewable Energy & Agriculture Payments from FITs,RHI & RHPP

The agricultural sector is well suited to renewable energy

technologies and with the government’s Renewable Heat

Incentive (RHI) and Feed-in Tariff (FIT) schemes in place to assist

commercial concerns, there is no better time for farmers and

landowners to invest in a renewable energy system.

Under the RHI scheme some renewable energy technologies (ie

biomass & ground source Heat pumps ) qualify for a grant

towards the cost of installation.There is also an ongoing

financial incentive for eligible renewable energy technologies

with RHI payments accruing from the date of accreditation and

guaranteed for lifetime of the system up to a maximum of 20

years.

Farmers who decide to invest in solar PV could benefit from

FITs.Under the scheme up to 13p p/kWh is payable to property

or landowners who generate their own electricity and there is

the potential to earn money from any unused energy produced

19p KWH.Agricultural land is ideal for solar PV as panels can be

placed on outbuildings or mounted at ground level in fields.

Another sound investment for farmers and landowners is low

energy lighting which can help to improve productivity, reduce

overheads and create a better working environment for staff

and livestock.

A biomass system can reduce fuel bills to almost a third of the

cost of oil and if farms produce their own fuel, bills can be

reduced even further,making it a sound economic investment.

In addition, commercial biomass installations are eligible for the

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI), a government scheme set up

to encourage property and landowners to invest in renewable

energy technologies,with the first phase being aimed at non-

domestic energy users.

Ground source heat pumps (GSHP) are ideal for anyone with

over 500 square metres of land.A GSHP retrieves solar energy

stored in the ground via an underground pipe. It can then be

used to heat radiators or under floor heating as well as

providing hot water and GSHPs offer consistently high

efficiency all year round.

Wind turbines are ideal for Norfolk with its flat contour and

coastal breeze.Many farmers have already chosen this

technology

There is no better time for farmers and landowners to invest in
renewable energy systems, larger scaled systems are often
favoured by tariffs.
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Business Energy Payments from FITs,RHI & RHPP

There has never been a better time for businesses to invest in

renewable energy technology.With the introduction of the

government’s Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) to encourage the

commercial sector to generate heat from a renewable source,

more and more companies have been signing up to the

scheme and are now benefitting from lower energy bills,

reduced carbon output and financial reward.

RHI is a trail blazing government scheme designed to

encourage the commercial sector to reduce their dependence

on fossil fuels for heating to help the UK meet EU targets to

reduce carbon dioxide (CO2).

The scheme offers a financial incentive for businesses that

install a renewable energy system and includes biomass, some

types of ground source and air source heat pumps, solar

thermal and biomethane. Index linked payments begin to

accrue from the date of accreditation of the installation for up

to 20 years,with the amount being based on the actual heat

output of the system.

Businesses that choose to install a solar PV systemmay be

eligible to receive tax free payments under the government’s

Feed-in Tariff scheme (FIT).The scheme was introduced in the

UK in April 2010 and many companies have subsequently

signed up to reduce their electricity consumption and benefit

from quarterly payments. FITs allow businesses with a

renewable energy source producing under 5mw in capacity to

be paid for the electricity they generate,whether or not the

electricity generated is used by their company.Any unused

electricity can be sold back to the National Grid.

FIT rates are guaranteed at the same index-linked rate for 20

years, and are set at the date of installation but it is the

intention that these will reduce every three months for new

applicants, so it pays to sign up early. At a time when businesses

are under pressure to reduce overheads and to address the

impact of their carbon footprint on the planet, it makes both

economic and environmental sense to invest in renewable

energy technology.

Mr Renewable installs and commissions all the above

technologies to British Standards,MCS, RECC,HEATAS with

independentWarranties that are backed by CHUBB and Zurich

Insurance.

The Annual Investment Allowance (AIA) permits a 100 per cent

allowance for such expenditure in the year in which it is incurred

up to a limit of £25,000 a year (the limit from April 2012)

How much could your business save each year with renewable
technologies? Contact Mr Renewables for Professional advice on
0800 612 9443 or go to Mr Renewables.co.uk

12
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Our Showrooms

Mr Renewables Showrooms
We will give you the best advice on how to reduce your energy

bills for your home or business,most of our recommendations

can reduce your energy bills by up to 80% with a little

investment.

We give presentations on, Solar PV electricity systems, Solar

Thermal HotWater systems,Air Source Heat Pump Heating

systems, Biomass Boilers for domestic and commercial

properties, Ground Source Heat Pumps for domestic and

commercial properties, Air to air heating and cooling systems.

Advice on The Green Deal, Feed In Tariff, RHI Renewable Heat

Incentive, RHPP Renewable Heat Premium Payment for the

home and business.

We would be delighted to discuss your requirements in full.

Contact us today using the form below,or simply give us a call

on 0800 612 9443.

Head Office & Showroom Units

2-3 Owen Road,Great Yarmouth,Norfolk,NR31 0NA

Offices,Norwich Enterprise Centre, 4b Guildhall Hill,

Norwich,Norfolk,NR2 1JH

Offices, IP-City Centre, 1 Bath Street, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP2 8SD

Showroom & Offices,Moorside Business Park,Moorside,

Colchester, Essex CO1 2ZF.

Offices: CB1 Business Centre, 20 Station Road,
Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, CB1 2JD

Areas we cover,Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex,

Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire for domestic systems.

Commercial projects are covered throughout the UK for all

renewable energy projects.

Please contact us on 0800 612 9443 to book your free energy

assessment.

References for Government Schemes RHI, RHPP & FITs

www.ofgem.gov.uk/

www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/

www.carbontrust.com/

www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-of-

energy-climate-change
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What our Customers say about Mr Renewables

Mr &Mrs Brigton, Sea Palling,Norfolk

“We found Home Solar Power Ltd on the internet, they came round
and gave us clear honest advice to get the best possible return
from our Solar investment. We have saved £289 on the electric bill
and get £1,298 tax free income per year. We would highly
recommend them”

Mr &Mrs Smith,Norwich,Norfolk

”We need not have worried, the team of fitters were excellent,

clean, tidy and explained things well”

Mr &Mrs Russell,Thetford,Norfolk

”Very nice people to do business with, Nadine in the office was very
helpful, we have just got our Krst payment from the British Gas,
£345!!! in 4 months & saved £38 on the electric bill”

Mr Brighouse, Lowestoft, Suffolk

”We had our 4.0 kw system installed in 3 weeks from signing on the
dotted line, they know what they are doing and are well organised”

Mr Allen,Colchester, Essex

”I had 5 quotes and was confused about which one to chose, Home
Solar Power were not the cheapest but I am glad we chose them,
thanks for a job well done and on time”

Mrs Simpson,Dereham,Norfolk

”I had my money rotting in the bank until I read an article in the
Times Newspaper, it seemed too good to be true, but it is, I now get
my tax free, index linked income paid each quarter by my electric
company. Oh and we found the Ktters and staff helpful”

Mr &Mrs Ramsden, Ipswich, Suffolk

”We were both a little worried about how the panels would look on
the roof and the weight, after a chat with the surveyor he was able
to put our minds to rest, the solar panels look modern and we don’t
need to clean them”

Mr &Mrs Sampson,Stanway,Colchester

”We had installation in 4 days after ordering 3 days earlier, the
Ktters were excellent and a very professional, neat and tidy job, I
would recommend Home solar power to anyone”

Air Source Heat Pumps

Solar PV Panels 10kw + Air Source Heat Pump

Albion Ultra Steel Cylinder + Expansion Vessel

Trianco 25kw external Biomass

14
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What our Customers say about Mr Renewables

Mrs Ali, Kings Lynn,Norfolk

“So good I had 5 systems on my property portfolio, installers were
very professional after sales service 100% helping me with the feed
in tariff pack”

Mr R Beech Romford Essex

”Sanyo HIT 4.0kw system got the best price at the time and glad I
chose Mr Renewables expert team”

Mr/s Stimpson,Ormesby

Biomass Heating

“We are delighted with our new Trianco Biomass boiler, the
installation staff know exactly what they are doing and had it all
up and running the same day with no loss of heating, project was
completed within 4 days total”.

Mr Jacobs ,Ormesby

Solar PV 10kw & Kingspan ASHP 15kw

“After teaching at Great Yarmouth college for most of my career
I was surprised to see some local lads that I had trained as
electricians for Mr Renewables. The install was very well organised
and the standard of the work was outstanding, they take great
pride in there work, neat, tidy and reliable”.

Mr Gulliver

30kw Solar North Norfolk, PV Ground Mounted System

“The system was ready to be commissioned in 5 working days from
start to Knish. I will use 100% of the free daytime electricity coupled
with Feed In Tariff payback will happen sooner than I had
expected”.

Mr Bellaby, Fritton

28kWTrianco Biomass –

“I was rather skeptical about the claims made towards Biomass
heating with the fuel reductions and cash back grants, but I had
the system installed September 2012, and through the winter only
spent, £325.00 on wood pellet, last year that would of cost me
£800.00 in oil! I have already received my cash back grant off the
cost of my installation from Ofgem, and eagerly await the release
of my RHI payments.”
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